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PRESIDENTS REPORT

Hi Everyone,
 
Welcome to round 3 – it seems like we waited so long for the footy to start and now it is flying 
by.
 
On the back of our massive round 1 opener and function at our new pavilion, it was a welcome 
relief for our hard-working committee to have a full day of away games in round 2. Our sides 
travelled all over the Peninsula last week; with our lower age teams slotting into a tranquil little 
ground in the backyard of some very impressive houses in Portsea. The atmosphere was quite 
unique with football happening directly over back fences - and I would think the sounds of 
junior sport ringing through the neighbourhood would have been most welcome – even if the 
cars on the nature strips were not!!
 
Once again we had mixed results from our sides in round 2, but the feedback from our 
coaches, administrators and opposition clubs has been positive about our attitude and 
competitiveness across the board. Some of our sides have started the season strongly and 
have jumped back into their competitions nicely, while others are getting a feel for new 
divisions or age groups and still finding their feet.
 
Our first social function for the year occurred last Friday night, with the Comedy-for-a-Cause 
fundraiser in the new club rooms. We were treated to a wonderful night of stand-up comedy 
from some very talented performers, and with the new bar in full-swing the night was a 
complete success. It was a great snapshot for us as to how we can run and manage functions 
in our new facility, and the feedback from those who attended was reassuring.
 
As mentioned previously, the major target for all of our fundraising this year is the installation 
of digital scoreboards at Citation Reserve. Our sponsorship team headed up by Paul and 
Jacinta have been working tirelessly to land some sponsors, and we have some encouraging 
and exciting developments coming shortly. If you have a business and would like to sponsor 
the club, or know of any that do, please make contact with the sponsorship team and they will 
follow it up (details inside front cover of Tiger Tales).
 
Please take the time to support the social events where you can – the money will be re-
distributed directly back into our club and will be used to further improve our facilities.
 
Good luck to everyone with the games this weekend and above all, let’s all enjoy being 
involved with footy again. We should also take a moment to acknowledge all of the Mums in 
our club this Sunday for Mother’s Day; without your dedication, support and encouragement 
Junior Sport just does not happen, so we appreciate and thank all of our mums all year round 
– but especially this weekend.
 
Have a great weekend.
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PLAYERS CODE OF CONDUCT PARENTS CODE OF CONDUCT

MPJFL PLAYERS CODE OF CONDUCT
1.  Abide by the rules of the game and rules set down by your coach, club and league.

2.  Never argue with an official or umpire.

3.  Control your temper. Verbal or physical abuse of officials, umpires, spectators or  
 other players, deliberately distracting or provoking an opponent is not acceptable  
 or permitted.
4.  Work equally hard for yourself and your team. Your team’s performance will benefit,  
 so will you.
5.  Be a good sport. Applaud all good players whether they be by your team, opponent  
 or the other team. Be proud to walk off the ground after each game knowing that  
 you have given your best effort and never involve yourself in an argument with  
 opposing players, umpires or officials.
6.  Treat all players, as you would like to be treated. Do not interfere with, bully or take  
 unfair advantage of another player. Your involvement to play is for fun and enjoyment  
 and that winning is only a part.

7.  Co-operate with your coach and teammates and respect the ability of your opponent  
 Without them there would be no game.

8.  Play for the ‘fun of it’ and not just to please parents and coaches.

9.  Avoid use of derogatory language based on gender or race.

10. Adhere to the MPJFL Smoke Free Policy at all times.

INSURANCE AND CLAIMS
SMJFC has Platinum Insurance Cover with JLT Sport Insurance www.
jltsport.com.au. This provides full Ambulance cover plus 90% 
reimbursement of out of medical expenses to a maximum of $7500.00.  

Parents

1.  It is preferable that parents and guardians are present on Game Day

2.  If you are unable to be present you must inform the Team Manager that day of your  
contact number and be contactable at all times.

MPJFL PARENTS AND SPECTATORS OF JUNIOR FOOTBALL CODE OF CONDUCT
1.  Encourage children to participate if they are interested. However, if a child is not  
 willing, do not force them.
2.  Focus upon the child’s effort and performance rather than the overall outcome of the  
 event. This assists the child in setting realistic goals related to their ability by reducing  
 emphasis on winning.
3.  Teach your child that honest effort is as important as victory so that the result of the  
 game is accepted without undue disappointment.

4.  Encourage your child to always play by the rules.

5.  Never ridicule or yell at your child for making a mistake or losing a competition.

6.  Remember your child should be involved in football for their enjoyment, not yours.

7.  Remember your child learns best from example. Applaud good play by both your  
 team and by members of the opposing team.
8.   If you disagree with an official or umpire raise the issue through the appropriate  
 channels rather than questioning the official’s judgement and honesty in public.
9.  Remember most officials give their time and effort for your child’s involvement.
10.  Support all efforts to remove verbal and physical abuse from junior sporting  
 activities.
11. Recognise the value and importance of volunteer coaches. They give their time to  
 provide recreational activities for your child and deserbve your support.
12.  Support your club officials in maintaining the highest standard of behavior both on  
 and off the field for the betterment of the league and your family. Offer assistance  
 to the team that your child is playing in so that every opportunity is being provided  
 for the very best supervision and support. Your involvement will give both yourself  
 and your child far more satisfaction.
13.  Avoid use of derogatory language based on gender or race.
14. Adhere to the MPJFL Smoke Free Policy at all times.

Smoking BY-LAW 2 Smoking will be banned within 10 metres of an organised outdoor 
underage sporting event including; breaks or intervals in play during the event or 
training session

Alcohol BY-LAW 3 No Alcohol is permitted at any MPJFL Event without the 
sanctioning of the League Executive.



SOUTH MORNINGTON JFC U9’S YELLOW   

COACH:  Paul Curry
TEAM MANAGER: 
TRAINER:  
RUNNER:  

PLAYERS

MATCH REPORT

SOUTH MORNINGTON YELLOW VS SORRENTO JFC WHITE

What an amazing opportunity I had to coach this great team of boys for this 
game. Everyone was full of excitement and enthusiasm in the pre game warm 
ups, and I knew this was going to be a great game.

From the opening bounce all the boys put in a huge effort running hard, 
chasing, tackling and more often than not were the ones at the bottom of the 
pack, hungry for the footy.

Isaac was the captain and played an outstanding game for all 4 quarters 
leading by example and getting plenty of the football.

The second quarter everyone really hit their stride and played a real team 
game, locking the ball in our forward line for almost the whole quarter ending 
up in our first goal for the year, thanks to Lawson. The smiles on all the boys 
faces as they bounced into the half time huddle really showed that they knew 
they achieved something special that quarter.

Nathan also played an outstanding 4 quarters and received the coaches award 
for his efforts.
Everyone really showed great spirit keeping the intensity up for the 2nd half, 
and did not stop running till the final siren.

Every week they are showing massive improvement and really coming together 
as a team.

Well done Under 9 Yellow’s, keep up the great work.



SOUTH MORNINGTON JFC U9’S BLACK   

COACH:  Andrew Slocombe, Andrew Barron
TEAM MANAGER: Skye Ohlbrecht
TRAINER:  Jo Barron
RUNNER:  Kane, Wayne 

PLAYERS
1  Rafa Merchan

2  Gus Dooley

3  Cohen Beauchamp 

4  Sam Friebe

5  Harley Wilcox

6  Kobe Paley

7  Evan Noonan

8  Chase Bernard 

9  Dustin Gelley

10  Harry Ledlin

11  Harlan King

12  Archer Amado

13  Liam Matthews 

14  Jayden Perrott

15  Lewis Gardiner

16  Riley Whitzell

17  Ollie Barron

18  Kade Newling

19  Griff Jones

20  Liam Pizzey

22  Hal Slocombe

MATCH REPORT

SORRENTO RED V SOUTH MORNINGTON BLACK

COACHES AWARD:  Gus
CANTEEN AWARD: Harlan, Pringle time: Lewis
GOALS:    Rafa, Kade, Griff, Gus and Chase (wrong colours right attitude)

HIGHLIGHTS:
• Every player having a red hot go. • Hitting targets
• Staying on our man when defending • Our players filling in for Sorrento 

WORD FROM THE COACH: The cucumber sandwiches were prepared and the good 
picnic basket was packed for our jaunt down to Portsea.  The sun shone, the birds tweet-
ed and the oval was in pristine condition ready for us to really start our 2019 campaign.

From the first bounce the game was played in great spirit from both sides.  A free flowing 
affair with both teams moving the ball well from end to end.  There was some notable 
actions in the first half with excellent ground ball gets and handpasses for Riley, Gus, Hal 
and Lewis that allowed some free running by the likes of Sam, Rafa, kobe  and Jayden.  
The Umpire was red hot on the tackling rules and the team adjusted to ensuring the 
opposition stayed on their feet when possible, Liam M lead the way with a text book U9 
tackle that was always going to be rewarded and the tam followed suit.  All this positive 
ball movement was being backed up by Harry holding his nerve and staying as the last 
line of defence at full back.

The ball raced out of the centre by hand and foot in the third quarter with Pizzey and the 
rest of the centres sedgin it forward.  Our goals peppered with Griff booting one through 
the big sticks.  The boys manned up whenever we didn’t have the ball and locked it into 
our forward half, it only once got past Kade and his sticky fingers but Dusty saved a certain 
goal.  Every player showed excellent tackling and positive ball movement looking for a 
team mate to pass it to when not in range.  Ollie and Cohen really lit up the ground with 
blistering attack and Evan just missed an early goal of the year attempt. 

In the final quarter it was great to see Archer dominate in the ruck and make sure we had 
first use.  The furious 4 kept lowering their eyes and finding targets to ensure we held 
possession.  We held our positions and Harlan on the wing was rewarded with a heap of 
possession.  The highlight of the quarter was Harley and Chase playing for Sorrento, they 
both gave there all and Chase slotted a big goal against us.  If we strive to be our best no 
matter the circumstances everyone around you will be better for it.
A Chin chin cheerio thankyou to the U9 Black Army of parents and families with the have 
a go attitude and positive action that makes a champion team.
With Wayne around the whole song was sung loud and strong.  GO TIGERS



SOUTH MORNINGTON JFC U10’S  

COACH:  Tim Wilcox, Jabyn Hogarth 

TEAM MANAGER: Sarah Somdercerff

TRAINER:  Nick Kurts

RUNNER:  Shane Mottram 

MATCH REPORT

PLAYERS
1. Lincoln Somdercerff
2. Jack Mathews
3. Isaac Flynn
4. Patrick Hose 
5. Ralston Brenner
6. Dane Hogarth
7. Ben Hellier
8. Xavier Mottram
9. Baylin Wilcox
10. William Kidson
11. Ethan Lamble
13. Lachlan Hose
14. Hayden Kurts
15. Owen Burgess
16. Romeo Portelli
17. Jimmy Irons
18. Chase Lawson
19. Xavier Bushell
20. Charlie Alexander
21. Harry Hade
22. Will Griffiths
23. Jack Searle
24. Thomas Burge
25. Hunter Blackmore-Flower
26. Austin Nagle

SOUTH MORNINGTON V SORRENTO @ PORTSEA

CAPTAIN: Will Grifiths

AWARDS:  Coaches Award: Isacc Flynn
 Pizza Award: Patrick Hose
 Canteen Award: Jimmy Irons
 Choc Award: Will Grifiths
 Trigger Award: Jack Searle

WORD FROM THE COACH: 

YES! YES! YES! Our first real win of the season…
So we journeyed all the way down to the end of the Peninsula to a very “Boutique” 
little oval which I’m pretty sure no one new existed. Our little Tigers started off 
slow, letting Sorrento kick off to an early lead. But a few oranges, a couple of 
snakes and a stirring quarter time rev up from the coaches and parents led to a 
resurgence from the boys…

Jimmy back from a stint on the side line with his broken arm tackled like a 
machine- clearly over the injury! Patrick was everywhere on the oval, in, under, 
chasing, tackling, marking, kicking, running- what more could you ask for! Will 
Grifiths had another terrific game, his cleaver run down the wings, carrying 
the ball and having the knack of always seeming to be in the right spots. The 
‘Juggernaut’ was instrumental in the teams comeback- taking terrific marks and 
applying some hard tackling pressure. Also a special mention to Jack S- kicking 
his first ever goal right at a pivotal part of the game, let’s hope it’s the first of 
many for your footy career Jack!

 We couldn’t be happier with the way the boys are progressing, remember 
in order to improve it’s important to get to training each week, and practice, 
practice, practice every chance you get!

Big Thanks to our stand in Team Manager today Lauren- great to know there’s so 
many people willing to help out and support our Team!
 
Who are we? TIGERS!   What do we do? ROAR!



SOUTH MORNINGTON JFC U11’S  MATCH REPORT

SOUTH MORNINGTON 10.16.76 DEF SORRENTO 9.4.58

CAPTAIN: Haz

BEST PLAYERS: Kade M, Jake, Case, Liam, Luke, Will, Kade C, Casper, Brody,  
 Smiffy.

GOALS: Belly 2, Nutts 1, Jake 1, Casper 1, Brody 1, Case 1, Kade M 1,  
 Will 1, Jack D 1.

AWARDS:  Tiger Medal - Kade M

WORD FROM THE COACH: 
Portsea Rec Reserve supplied a carnival type atmosphere & a sunshine bathed oval 
for round 2 away v Sorrento.
Key areas discussed were;
• Fast start & early scoreboard pressure, especially when we are on the road  
 - super important.
• Harder, lower, longer – below the knees, head over the footy, Tiger tough.
 4 strong quarters, playing right to the siren.
 
Our young Tigers went bang with 2 quick goals & we were off & running. The sharks 
dug deep though & we knew they were in for the fight. We had spoken during the 
week about lapses in concentration & maintaining focus, with the aim always to be 4 
strong quarters. That’s the challenge for this group moving forward. Goals seemed to 
come too easy we thought for Sorrento over quarters 2 & 3, but we had the answers 
when it counted & kept a handy buffer entering the last stanza.
Probably our best quarter was the last, although the scoreboard doesn’t indicate 
that. Our tackling & pressure around the ball lifted & we gave Sorrento no easy 
possessions.
We finished the game really strongly & 26 scoring shots to 13 indicates we had plenty 
of chances to ice the game, but our conversion let us down.  
GOAL KICKING practice this week boys !
 
Special mentions – Jack D (work-rate), Jack G (impact in the last Q), Taj (lifted 2nd half 
in ruck), Wheels (crucial contested mark late), Belly (2 x 3rd Q goals vital),
Nutts (never say die attitude).
 
We must strive to improve individually & as a team every session, every week. Plenty 
of posistive signs for sure. It starts @ training ! 
Thanks to my support crew & family helpers for their continued support.
 
We’re strong & we’re bold.

PLAYERS
1. Benjamin Fisher
2. Lenny Smith
3. Hartley Gardner
4. Brody Rogers
5. Harry Steven
6. William Broomhall
7. Taj Carnie
8. Casper Degan
9. Kade Millar 
10. Braydan Cross
11. Jack Dillon
12. Casey Davies
13. Harrison Whelan
14. Joshua Bell
15. Jake Wray
16. Liam St.Ange
17. Isaac Mounajed
18. Sam Sibley
19. Jesse Somdecerff
20. Blake Winsor
21. Jack Gray
22. Luke Pomphrey
23. Kade Cull
24. Darcy Garner

COACH: Josh Davies   
ASSISTANT COACH: Daniel Wray
TEAM MANAGER: Danielle Wray 
TRAINER :  Carly Steven
RUNNER :  Daniel Smith



SOUTH MORNINGTON JFC U12’S  BLACK MATCH REPORT

RED HILL 9.8.63 DEF STH MORNINGTON BLACK 10.3.62
 
CAPTAINS: Dusty & Jye
AWARDS:  Logan (medal), Jackson, Seb, Tom M, & Nate.
GOALS:   Javi 2, Will 2, Tom L, Zac, Seb, Paddy, Tom M. 

WORD FROM THE COACH:

Great conditions once again playing up at Red Hill on the chip. Captains for the day 
were birthday boy Dusty and Jye.

Up against our toughest competition Red Hill it was always going to be a close game. 
Dusty and Jye led from the front as our captains, Dusty was instrumental in many 
centre clearances which resulted in goals. Jye as always was tough at the ball and 
supported his team mates. Logan worked hard in the backline and kept it simple, if 
the ball was near him he was getting it and his opponent wasn’t , good to see Logan! 
Jackson applied forward pressure and did everything he could to keep the ball in 
our forward line, which resulted in goals for his team mates. Seb was ferocious in 
the centre square and worked hard all day. Seb kicked a miracle banana goal from 
the boundary which capped off a dominant display. Tom M had a very busy 2nd half 
and was in everything up forward. Tom kicked a fantastic running goal in the last 
quarter to get us within a point. Nate was given a slightly different role this game and 
sacrificed his own game for the team. Nate is a fierce competitor and runs his guts 
out for the team and this game was no different. Javi and Will provided a target up 
forward all day and finished with 2 goals apiece.
 
Our slow start combined with some in accurate kicking for goal early put us on the 
back foot. A fantastic response from our team and we almost pinched it in the last 
quarter. Our team can take a lot from this game, the effort and perseverance was top 
notch especially in the 2nd half.
 
Let’s look to bounce back next week, starting with a sharp training session on 
Wednesday to get us ready for round 3.
 
Keep enjoying your footy. Jason

PLAYERS
1 Jye Hickson
2 James Hilli  
3 Lenny Childs 
4 Will Marsh
5 Kobe Paris
6 Thomas Lamble 
7 Dustin Corfield
8 Thomas Hose 
9 Javier Merchan
10 Patrick Ross
11 
12 Nate Hogarth 
13 Jordan Barr
14 Jack Hewitt
15 Tom Mathers
16 Cooper Kannangara 
17 Logan Drake
18 Jackson Mills
19 Zac Hellier
20 Sebastian Davies
21 Jake Klarenbeek
22 
23 Jacob Chamberlin
25 Noah Thompson 
32 Daniel Fensome

COACH: Jason Mathers  
ASSISTANT COACH: Peter Hellier, Brad Paris
TEAM MANAGER: Ravi Kannangara 
TRAINER :  Adam Childs 
RUNNER :  Craig Corfield 



SOUTH MORNINGTON JFC U12’S YELLOW MATCH REPORT

PLAYERS

COACH: John Styling
ASS. COACH: Mick Barden
TEAM MANAGER: Kelly Pass 
RUNNER:  Anna Heinz                                                                             
TRAINER:  Tim Gilbert  

SOUTH MORNINGTON 8.0.48 DEF SOMERVILLE 2.3.15 

GOALS:    Jordan Peck 3, Jackson Styling 1,  Matthew Rattue 1, Finn Sibley 1,   
 Travis Barden 1, Zach Oakley 1
BEST:  Ollie Lynas, Jordan Peck, Travis Barden, Barnaby Slocombe, Jimmy  
 Woodcock, Matthew Rattue, Reece Cameron

WORD FROM THE COACH:

This week we had Somerville at the Somerville senior ground which is set up for our 
running game, we had a couple of outs so only had 20 players.

To start we controlled the ball in the middle and our big forwards in Matty and 
Jordy controlled the air with both kicking goals.  We created opportunities with 
sharp handball and hard running, our mid-fielders trounced our opponents with 
Zach giving Ryder and Trav first class service.  Ollie Lynas was running straight at 
the footy clearing off the half back line with Reece taking advantage when the ball 
hit the deck.

In the second we watched as Somerville got themselves in the game with hard 
tackles and swarming to stop us in our tracks.  The  boys were failing to pick the ball 
off the ground as they were feeling the pressure for the first time.  Again it was Jordy 
who soared in the goal square to pluck another grab to kick our only score for the 
quarter.  Trav, Eddie, Jimmy and Barny were solid in defence doing the tough stuff 
to keep us ahead at halftime.  

After a decent spray from the coach at half time the guys came out and played the 
type of footy we want to be know for.  The run and link up footy were on display as 
we bombarded the forwards with some good foot passing.  What forward thrusts 
Somerville had were stopped dead and it was our turn to swarm them forcing 
hurried kicks and panic handball.  Ollie Lynas again showed the way with his attack 
on the footy and long kicking out of the back half.  A good quarter of footy which 
showed us when we are switched on we are going to be a hard team to match up 
on.  Goals to Jacko and Jordy with his third were a reward for the hard work by our 
backs.  

The last saw us go away with it again as we did last week, it’s a great sign to see the 
team steam roll over a team once we  have an advantage.  Our three last quarter 
goals to Zach, Finn and Trav were the reward for a dominant midfield display.  Reece 
Cameron again showed that he’s going to be the recruit of the year, while Trav 
Barden and our rucks Zach and Finn dominated.  Not often I’ll single out one player 
but the improvement of Barny Slocombe with his one grab ground balls and pack 
mark in the last is worth a special mention. A very even team performance where 
every player put their hand up when required.

Cheers John



SOUTH MORNINGTON JFC U13’S 

COACH: G. Mills
ASS. COACH: C. Sommer
TEAM MANAGER: J. Grover 
RUNNER:  A. Cox
TRAINER:  C. Robert 

MATCH REPORT

PLAYERS
1  Brodie Moss
2 Tyson Grinter
3 Ethan Cullen
4 Henry Hayes
5 Kai Sommer
6 Oliver Zielezna
7 Forbes Grover
8 Ryder Russell
9 Jacob Cox
10 Sebastian Friend
11   Ethan Carr
12   Oskar McDermott
13   Ryan Arlove-Muscat
14   Luke Reidy
15   Djaya Purnormo
16   Harvey Robert
17   William Surridge
18   Shane Fitzsimons
19  Harrison Toms
20 Samual Maccora
21 Gabe Bieber
22 Jesse Mills
23 Charlie Webster
24 Liam Chalmers
26 Liam Brendenberg
36 Kyle Grentell

SOUTH MORNINGTON   17-13- 115  DEF RED HILL  0 - 0 - 0

GOALS:   K.Sommer 4, Russell 3, E.Cullen 2, O.Mcdermott 2, F.Grover 2, 
 H.Tomms 1, C.Webster 1, H.Hayes 1, K.Grentell 1

COACHES AWARD: KAI SOMMER

BEST: K.Sommer, W.Surridge, F.Grover, H.Robert, E.Cullen, H.Hayes.

 
WORD FROM THE COACH:

Another fantastic performance from our boys today. Our team play and 
attitude so far this season has been outstanding and we are clearly showing 
that on the field. Keep up the good work – but let’s keep a lid on it – it’s on early 
in the season.

GO TIGERS EAT’M ALIVE



SOUTH MORNINGTON JFC U14S BLACK

COACH  Cameron Bell

TEAM MANAGER   

TRAINER  

RUNNER   

MATCH REPORT

STH BLACK  19-17-131 DEF RED HILL/SORRENTO 0-1-1

GOALS:   Archer 4, Harry M Bardo, Paddy, Mitch, Josh 2, Jarrod, Seb, Noah,  
 Ollie, Marto 1

BEST- another all round team performance

FIGHTING FURY MEDAL:  Clearly Nath Bardo for his attack on the footy, 
playing his best game ever and kicking his first ever goal!!  MAKE THAT 2!!

WORD FROM THE COACH:

Wide Open Spaces!!

We headed up the Hill to face a combined team playing their first ever game 
together on a perfect day for football, not exactly knowing what to expect.

The start was scrappy and congested and no goals were kicked in the first ten 
minutes. We settled after that and managed to kick 4 late ones in the first term.
The second qtr saw us kick with a slight breeze and we started to show signs 
of moving the football in the way I had asked putting 6 majors on the board.

After half time we controlled the game on the scoreboard and ran away with a 
very convincing win.  

The encouraging thing that I took out of the game is that we still have lots of 
room for improvement and we will need to if we are going to hold our own 
against the stronger sides.

Turn up to training boys ready to train well and we can all improve together.
Thoughts are with Kye who suffered a fractured collar bone out of the game. 
Get well mate and hopefully we’ll see you back out on the park really soon



SOUTH MORNINGTON JFC

U14’S YELLOW

COACH  Nathan Lenowry

MATCH REPORT

BYE



SOUTH MORNINGTON JFC

U15’S  

COACH  Craig Collins

TEAM MANAGER   

TRAINER  

RUNNER    

MATCH REPORT

SOUTH MORNINGTON 16.9-105 DEF BALNARRING 6.10-46

GOALS: Ned 8, Kyle 5, Bassie, Brody & Mitch 1

BEST:  Team performance, all 22 players contributed
 

WORD FROM THE COACH:

Up against Balnarring who would be real good guide to see how far this group 
had improved, as Balnarring have been a real nemesis over the last few years.

Stressed pre game the importance  to get away to a quick, strong start and to be 
prepared for the contest. The boys got off to a flyer to kick 5 first quarter goals, 
which set up the game.

After the first quarter we  controlled the game, and in the last quarter really put the 
foot down and kicked 6 goals 6, I think this a reflection of our strong preseason and 
the rotations we are doing throughout the game to keep players fresh.
From a coaching point of view really happy with the –

 • Team work, and style of play – fast & first options

 • Getting reward for efforts when going forward.

 • Team pressure, although we had more of the ball, to outnumber Balnarring  

  in tackles shows the mindset of the group.

 • The overall positive attitude of the group at training & on match day. Team  
  first attitude.
 
To  the boys let’s all get to training, as I  still believe there is huge upside in this 
group, and lets keep improving as a group and individually.
 
Finally thanks to all the helpers and a big thanks to the Reilly & Voigt families for 
sponsoring the team.
 
Cheers  Collo



SOUTH MORNINGTON JFC

U17’S

COACH  Trevor Quint

TEAM MANAGER   

TRAINER  

RUNNER    

MATCH REPORT

SOUTH MORNINGTON  VS SOMERVILLE

Very tough day out at Hastings today. Sadly injury reduced us to a 
playing list of 15 so unfortunately the team found it tough to find 
its rhythm today. 

The boys played a very strong first qtr matching it with our opponent 
until our lack of bench meant that fatigue became a factor earlier 
than normal 

The most impressive thing about this unit is that despite being 
heavily undermanned and totally wrecked, the team was competitive 
throughout, refused to be blown away and kept the opposition to a 
very modest score. 

Boys will be sore moving forward and we look forward to regaining 
our players over the coming weeks.

Trevor



SMJFC Foundation Member 1970.
PREMIERS

Oh we’re from tigerland

In any weather you will see us with a grin
Risking head and skin
If we’re behind
We’ll never mind

Oh where from tigerland

Like the tigers of old
We’re strong and we’re bold
Oh we’re from tiger
Yellow and black
Oh we’re from tigerland

 
THEME SONG
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Oh we’re from tigerland

In any weather you will see us with a grin
Risking head and skin
If we’re behind
We’ll never mind

Oh where from tigerland

Like the tigers of old
We’re strong and we’re bold
Oh we’re from tiger
Yellow and black
Oh we’re from tigerland
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